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Captain Oxley spread his meager command across the two roads he was charged
to defend. Fortunately the fields were too soft to support large vehicles so he positioned
the 2 ATGs (57mm) to cover the roads. He put his veteran MMG crew in the large field
to the north and spread his 4 squads across the fields to slow infantry advances across the
fields. The 2 bazooka teams covered the intersections with the north-south road in front
of his positions. The farm on the northern road was a strongpoint to slow the advance of
the enemy through the orchards. His dedicated mortars were on a short leash to provide
what support they could with their limited ammo. Several empty sets of foxholes were
dug to get the Germans to fire at them and expose their advance.
The heavy morning fog could not completely dampen the sound of armored
vehicles approaching from the east, but Capt. Oxley could not determine which road.
•
•

Fog: All vehicles move at ½ Move speed unless a vehicle passes a TQ check on a
d6. The fog restricted visibility to 75 cm.
Soft Ground: Due to steady rain over the previous two days, vehicles that move
cross country more than 1 cm from the edge of a road or trail may only move at
½-Move speed and must check for bogging each action they move. Infantry
suffers no penalty for off-road movement.
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Hauptman Radek would proceed between the two roads to his front, with two
MMGs for suppressive fire.

Lt. Haas
would take his
platoon south of the
southern road as a
deception to the main
avenue of approach along the northern
paved road where two
of the platoons (one
platoon mounted on
three Panthers and
two Hetzers.)

The other platoon formed up and started for the
three orchards along the paved road.

The tanks started at the
board’s edge and quickly
caught up to the infantry
moving through the woods and
then the orchards.

Capt. Oxley called in his first
artillery barrage near the first turn in the
paved road (at the edge of his visibility in
the fog. Some of the tanks were definitely
coming down the paved road at speed.
Since a HE spotting round might get lucky
and hit something, Capt. Oxley called for
HE spotting and followed by 6 mortars in a
line crossing the turn.

Although none of the
vehicles were damaged,
several squads took casualties
or were suppressed, slowing
the advance through the
orchard closest to farm. It
did slow the advance of the
tanks, causing one to fire a
smoke near the farm and one
of the Hetzers proceeded in
front of the infantry loaded
Panthers.

As the Hetzer passed the
billowing smoke round, it came into
the fire zone of a US bazooka team.
The first rocket missed, but the
second round immobilized the
Hetzer in the middle of the road (bad
chit draw and the Hetzer was outside
tank command radius.) This resulted
in the crew bailing out and a platoon
headquarters dismounted and took
cover behind the Hetzer.
In the center, Hauptmann Radek positioned his two MG-42 MMGs to cover the
center of the board and could cover most of the area to the south.
The southern platoon paused slightly at a small hillock and two squads proceeded
towards an opening in the field in front of them. Moving cautiously in a loose overwatch
the squads approached the opening while the platoon leader and the other squad tried to
spot any US positions in or on the edge of the field. In the lead was the green squad and
it spotted some disturbed earth in the middle of the field. The US squad in those foxholes
spotted the green squad at the same time and both immediately attacked. Neither side
was hit. The German squad took cover and traded shots with the US positions. The other
squad behind a hedge added their fire and laid down suppressing fire. During this back
and forth another position on the edge of the field was spotted, near the other opening to
the field. The platoon leader and others on the hillock also spotted a suspicious position
near the north-south road and fired at it also. The MMGs also added suppression fire to
this position.
The MMGs attacks highlighted
their position for the southern 57mm ATG.
The ATG fired 2 HE rounds at each – over
three chits, eliminating them. But in the
process the ATG drew the attention of
Hauptmann Radek who finally spotted a
suspicious position. The MMGs fired on
the position and Hauptmann Radek called
his mortars and targeted them on the
suspected ATG position.
After 2 volleys the ATG was silenced.

While the battle was going
on, The Panther continued down
the paved road electing to run the
gauntlet and exit the board. The
first Panther made it past the farm
and down the paved road to the
west. It was spotted by the US
MMG team to the north in the
middle of the field on the east
side of a small group of trees.
Noting the infantry on the tank
and not being able to hurt the
tank, the MMG tried to sweep the
troops from the Panther – was
successful in eliminating the
whole squad.
The next Panther raced by
the farm and turned west to see
the Panther in the lead exiting the
board. It was spotted by the
northern 57mm ATG who fired 3
rounds, getting a couple of hits
and the tank brewed up in the
road.
The last Panther slowed to look for the threat. The second Hetzer pulled around
the Panther to fire at the exposed MMG position.
The squads in the third orchard tried to spot any US positions within the walled
farm. Hauptmann Radek having eliminating the southern ATG called for a volley of
mortars in the vicinity of the farm, which missed the squad in the southeast farm corner,
injured the bazooka team, and caused some damage to the building the US platoon leader
occupied.
The squads in the orchard started to exchange fire with a US squad in the farm.
Neither fire was effective until - another US mortar spotting round arrived.
Unfortunately it eliminated the bazooka team and the US squad in the southeast corner of
the farm (not in a foxhole.) This left only the platoon HQ section in the western farm
building. The platoon leader moved to the building doorway into the center of the
buildings, just as the German platoon HQ from the disabled Hetzer entered the courtyard.
Additionally, the German squads in the orchard jumped over the farm wall and cleared

the eastern building, just as gunfire erupted in the
courtyard damaging the German platoon HQ in
the courtyard.
The second Hetzer fired on the US MMG
position initially suppressing it and eventually
eliminating the MMG team.

The remaining ATG had
a clear shot at the last Panther;
but the last Hetzer was hidden by
the corner of the hedge. Firing 3
AP rounds at the Panther started
it burning and the infantry squad
clinging to the back of the tank
dismounted and took cover
behind the burning hulk.
The next US mortar
barrage fell mostly to the north of
the farm with minor impact to the
Germans.

To the south the position on the north-south road was determined to be empty, but
had served its purpose of distracting the Germans and forcing them to expose their
positions to long range ATG fire. In the southern field, finally the Green squad in
conjunction with the rest of the platoon and Panzerschreck team fire finally caused minor
casualties and suppressed the squad. The other position near the exit of the field started
to fire on the Green squad while the squad was recovering.
At the farm, the injured German platoon HQ dashed into the building with the US
platoon HQ was locked in close combat battle (CCB). Outside another squad circled
around the building to cut off any escape. Then the squad that had just cleared the other
building crossed the courtyard and entered the CCB.
At this the players did a quick count of remaining German forces and indicated
that although the US player lost most of their long range fire (leaving 1 ATG) and ¼ of
their squads, the Germans did not have enough units (1/2 strength or full strength) to
make the victory conditions.
LESSONS LEARNED:
1. May need to lower the German victory threshold from 100 points to 85 points to
reflect the historical outcome.
2. Need to develop an artillery form to regulate artillery availability, arrival delay,
type of barrage (rounds and chits), and barrage pattern for games without a
Gamemaster.
3. Reinvestigate ATG AP round penetration computations.

